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INTRODUCTION

The City of Mill Valley has developed this uncontrolled crosswalk policy to
guide the identification and prioritization of potential crosswalk treatments
at unsignalized and non-stop-sign-controlled crossing locations. The
policy could be applied where marked crosswalks already exist or are
being considered.

An uncontrolled marked crosswalk at Walnut and School Path.

The crosswalk policy streamlines the decision-making process towards four
main principles: when (and when not) to mark a crosswalk at an uncontrolled
location, how to prioritize crosswalk locations, when special treatments
and features could supplement a marked crosswalk, and what special
treatments are appropriate. This decision-making process corresponds to
the following components:
1. Evaluation Process
2. Priority Worksheet
3. Decision Matrix
4. Toolbox

An unmarked uncontrolled crosswalk at Edgewood and Marion.
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PROCESS OVERVIEW

As defined on the previous page, there are four main steps in the uncontrolled
crosswalk decision-making process. The first step, Evaluation Process,
considers pedestrian volumes, pedestrian-generating land use, distance
to nearest crosswalks, and user sight distance to provide guidance as to
whether a marked crosswalk is justified.
If a marked crosswalk is warranted, the location can be prioritized relative
to Mill Valley's other potential crosswalk upgrade locations using the
uncontrolled crosswalk Priority Worksheet. The worksheet considers six
weighted categories:
•

Proximity to nearest crosswalk

•

Overall collision history

•

Reported pedestrian collision history

•

Peak hour pedestrian volumes

•

Proximity to pedestrian generating / attracting land use
(such as schools, parks, community center, etc.)

•

Unique conditions

This comprehensive approach generates a total score for each location,
which can then be used to rank or group potential crosswalk upgrade
locations into high, medium, and low priorities for implementation. The
City of Mill Valley may occasionally update Priority Worksheet categories
and scoring ranges based on its application over time.

Once a location has been given a priority score, the next step is to
apply the uncontrolled crosswalk Decision Matrix. The Decision Matrix
is based on the 2005 Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) report,
Safety Effects of Marked Versus Unmarked Crosswalks at Uncontrolled
Locations. Two thousand marked and unmarked crossings were
analyzed at uncontrolled locations throughout the United States.
The report resulted in a crosswalk decision matrix that indicates when
crosswalk treatments are warranted. Many jurisdictions nationwide have
modified the FHWA uncontrolled crosswalk decision matrix to establish
their own local crosswalk policies.

Potential
Location
Identified

Evaluation
Process

Priority
Ranking

Determine
Crosswalk
Treatments
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PROCESS OVERVIEW

The Decision Matrix categorizes potential crosswalk treatments into
three types:
•

Basic

•

Enhanced

•

Specialty

Basic crossing locations generally have vehicular average daily traffic
(ADT) levels below 12,000, posted speed limits of 35 mph or less, and
two or three travel lanes. Enhanced crosswalk locations generally have
a higher combination of vehicle ADT, posted speed limit and number of
lanes that result in the need for additional crosswalk treatments beyond
Basic crosswalk locations. Specialty crosswalks are in the highest tier of
crosswalk improvements; these locations have higher ADT, are across
multilane roadways, and generally have higher posted speed limits. The
majority of locations with a 40 mph speed limit will qualify as Specialty.
One of the three crossing treatment types will apply to each crossing location
based on criteria set forth by the matrix. The matrix has been updated to
reflect the specific nature of Mill Valley's roadways and research conducted
in the 12 years since the 2005 FHWA report was published. Additional safety
enhancements have been recommended for select scenarios in the matrix.

An unmarked uncontrolled crosswalk.
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PROCESS OVERVIEW

The intent of the Decision Matrix is to serve as a recommendation tool. It
should be used in concert with sound engineering judgement when evaluating crosswalk installations on a case-by-case basis. To promote user
safety, supplemental features should be installed at marked crosswalks.
Thus, it is important to follow the matrix guidelines in either installing the
recommended supplemental treatments at uncontrolled crosswalk locations, or not marking the crosswalk at all. In many cases, it is safer to direct
the pedestrian to the nearest marked crosswalk.
The City Engineer will review and determine when additional enhancements
are needed at school zone crossing locations since they were not included
in the 2005 FHWA study. Per the California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
Devices (CA-MUTCD) Section 1A.13, a school zone is defined as “a designated
roadway segment approaching, adjacent to, and beyond school buildings
or grounds, or along which school related activities occur.” This can include
crossings within 500 feet of the school property. For the City of Mill Valley,
areas designated as Safe Routes to School crossings may also be considered
for similar additional enhancements. Poor sight distance, complex roadway
and intersection geometries, and other hazards shall also be taken into
consideration.

Once a crosswalk type (Basic, Enhanced, or Specialty) is selected, the
uncontrolled crosswalk Toolbox is used to define which treatments may be
appropriate for the crossing. Each of the crosswalk treatments are detailed in
the Toolbox. Each tool is presented with its purpose, a reference, appropriate
application, and additional guidelines. The uncontrolled crosswalk analysis
and selection process starts with the Evaluation Process worksheet on
page 8.

An existing marked uncontrolled crosswalk.
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PROCESS OVERVIEW

Controlled Crosswalks (Signalized and Stop Sign-Controlled)
Controlled crosswalks are located at crossings where traffic signals or stopsign control is present. Controlled crosswalks do not fall under the same
decision-making process as defined previously for uncontrolled crosswalks.
All signalized crosswalk locations in the City of Mill Valley should be
marked per California Standard Plans’ “Continental” crosswalk design. In
addition, at intersections where at least one crosswalk is uncontrolled

but stop signs exist in advance of other warranted marked crosswalks,
all crosswalks at the intersection shall consist of continental markings.
The Continental crosswalk shall consist of 24-inch-wide longitudinal white
retro-reflective thermoplastic lines separated by a consistent 24" – 48"
gap. In Mill Valley, this gap shall typically be 36" as to best avoid vehicle
wheel paths.
24" WIDE LONGITUDINAL LINES
SEPARATED BY CONSISTENT
GAP 24" – 48" W. GAP WIDTH TO BE
DETERMINED BY ENGINEER IN FIELD

10'-0"

2'-0" – 4'-0"
LENGTH OF CROSSWALK
Continental crosswalks at the controlled intersection of East Blithedale and Camino Alto.
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STEP ONE: UNCONTROLLED CROSSWALK EVALUATION PROCESS
START HERE

20 pedestrians per peak hour
(or 15 older persons/ children per hour)
cross at the location
Yes
Nearest appropriately marked or
protected crosswalk is at least
300 feet away
Yes

Sight distance is 10-times greater than
speed limit or at least 250 feet

Yes

Use Mill Valley
UNCONTROLLED CROSSWALK
PRIORITY WORKSHEET

No

Location is adjacent to an existing or
proposed pedestrian generator, such as
a school, park or elderly care facility

No

Crosswalk not recommended

Yes

No

Low speed (posted or prima facie
25 MPH) and two-lane roadway

No

Direct pedestrians to the nearest
marked or protected crosswalk

Is it feasible to remove sight distance
obstruction or lower speed limit?

No

Direct pedestrians to the nearest
marked crosswalk or consider alternate
location for crossing

Yes

No

Yes

Use Mill Valley
UNCONTROLLED CROSSWALK
DECISION MATRIX

Use Mill Valley
UNCONTROLLED CROSSWALK
TOOLBOX and engineering
evaluation to
determine treatment options
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STEP TWO: UNCONTROLLED CROSSWALK PRIORITY WORKSHEET
This worksheet to be completed by City of Mill Valley staff in accordance with the City’s Uncontrolled Crosswalk Policy.
It will assist to prioritize the potential initiation of an engineering study at a specific uncontrolled crossing location.
The City will occasionally update categories and scoring ranges based on the worksheet's application over time.

Major Street (Crossing Street):

Prepared by:

Minor Street:

Date:

1. Proximity to Nearest Crosswalk (-5 to 10 points)
(10) Distance > 500 feet
(5) Distance > 300 feet and ≤ 500 feet
(0) Distance > 150 and ≤ 300 feet
(-5) Distance ≤ 150 feet

5. Proximity to Pedestrian Activity Center (0 to 5 points)
The crossing location is in the proximity of a pedestrian
generating activity center such as a school, park,
senior care facility, or transit stop.
Notes:

2. Overall Collision History (0 to 10 points)
City’s relative ranking of overall collisions.
3. Reported Pedestrian Collision History (0 to 10 points)
(10) 2 or more reported collisions in a 5-year period
(5) 1 reported collision in a 5-year period
4. Peak Hour Pedestrian Volumes (0 to 10 points)
(10) Greater than 20 (or 15 older persons and/or children)
		 pedestrians per hour
(7) 15 to 20 pedestrians (or 11 to 15 older persons
		 and/or children) per hour
(4) 10 to 15 pedestrians (or 7 to 10 older persons
		 and/or children) per hour
(0) Less than 10 pedestrians (or less than 7 older persons
		 and/or children) per hour

6. Unique Conditions and Opportunities (0 to 5 points)
Unique conditions and opportunities prevail
such as path connectivity, low truck volumes.
Notes:

TOTAL SCORE (Maximum of 50):
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STEP THREE: UNCONTROLLED CROSSWALK DECISION MATRIX
This worksheet will assist in determining what level of uncontrolled crossing treatment is recommended for a specific location.

Location:
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CROSSING TREATMENT TYPES:
B - Minimum of all Basic treatments recommended.

An engineering study is required to determine whether a marked crosswalk will provide

E - Minimum of one Enhanced treatment recommended in addition
to all Basic treatments.

a signiﬁcant safety beneﬁt. A site review may be suﬃcient at some locations, while a

S - Specialty treatment recommended in addition to all Basic and/or
at least two Enhanced treatments.

more in-depth study of vehicle speeds, sight distance, vehicle mix, and other factors
may be needed at other sites.
This matrix is based on the FHWA recommendations for installing marked crosswalks
and other needed pedestrian improvements at uncontrolled locations. Additional
safety enhancements have been recommended for select criteria based on the unique
characteristics of the Mill Valley environment.
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STEP FOUR: UNCONTROLLED CROSSWALK TOOLBOX
Location:

CROSSWALK TYPE

CROSSWALK TOOLS

BASIC

BASIC Non-School Crosswalk Tools:

If marked crosswalk is warranted
install applicable BASIC measures.

• White high-visibility crosswalk striping, and
• High-visibility pedestrian crosswalk signage in advance of and at crosswalk, and
• White advance word pavement markings (i.e., “PED XING”)

BASIC School Crosswalk Tools:
• Yellow high-visibility crosswalk striping, and
• High-visibility school crosswalk signage in advance of and at crosswalk, and
• Yellow advance word pavement markings (i.e., “SLOW SCHOOL XING”)

Potential ENHANCED Crosswalk Tools:

ENHANCED
If marked crosswalk is warranted, install applicable BASIC measures
and at least one SPECIALITY tool per engineering evaluation.

• Advanced Yield Lines with
“Yield Here to Pedestrian” signs

• Tighten Curb Radius
• Pedestrian Refuge Island

• In-street pedestrian crossing signs

• Staggered Pedestrian Crossing

• Parking Removal with Red Curb

• Overhead Pedestrian Crossing Signs

• Rectangular Rapid-Flash Beacon

• Street Lighting

• Curb Extensions

SPECIALTY

Potential SPECIALITY Crosswalk Tools:

If marked crosswalk is warranted, install applicable BASIC measures
and two or more ENHANCED tools per engineering evaluation

• Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (HAWK, etc. only as warranted by MUTCD)

– OR –

• Pedestrian Traffic Signal (only as warranted by MUTCD)
• Pedestrian Overpass/Underpass

Install BASIC measures and one SPECIALITY tool
per engineering judgement.
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High-Visibility Crosswalk Striping
Purpose:

Provides heightened visibility over standard crosswalk markings.

Reference:

CA-MUTCD 3B.18

Where to use: Use at all crosswalk locations.
Additional
Guidelines:

NON-SCHOOL: It is recommended that all non-school uncontrolled crosswalk
locations be striped per California Standard Plans’ “Continental” crosswalk design.
The Continental crosswalk shall consist of two-foot wide white retro-reflective
thermoplastic* stripes parallel to the curb for the length of the crossing. The spacing
between stripes shall be 36" to avoid vehicle wheel paths.
SCHOOL: School crosswalks must be yellow per state code and shall be given a yellow
retro-reflective thermoplastic continental crosswalk treatment.
*If thermoplastic is not viable, paint may be used as a material substitute.

High-Visibility Crosswalk Signage and Markings
Purpose:

Provides substantial visibility and warning at all crosswalks.

Reference:

CA-MUTCD Figure 3B.17 (CA), CA-MUTCD Section 7C.03, Figure 7C-101 (CA)

Where to use: Use at-crossing signage at all crosswalk locations. Use advanced crossing signage and
pavement parkings when applicable per engineering judgement.
Additional
Guidelines:

Pavement markings shall end at least 100 feet in advance of the crosswalk.
NON-SCHOOL: Use combination of W11-2 and W16-7P, W16-9P signs at non-school
locations with white “PED XING” pavement markings.
SCHOOL: Use combination of SW24-2 (CA) and SW24-3 (CA) signs at school crossing
locations with yellow “SLOW SCHOOL XING” pavement markings.
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Advanced Yield Lines and Yield Signage
Purpose:

Provides improved visibility and warning at crosswalks and reduces likelihood of
multiple-threat collisions.

Reference:

CA-MUTCD Figures 3B-16, 3B-17

Where to use: Use at multilane approaches.
Additional
Guidelines:

Install yield lines per CA-MUTCD Figure 3B-16 standards at multilane crosswalk
approaches. Yield lines shall be accompanied by R1-5 or R1-5a sign per CA-MUTCD
Figure 3B-17.

In-Street Pedestrian Crossing Signs
Purpose:

Provides improved visibility, warning and pedestrian right-of-way reminder.

Reference:

CA-MUTCD Section 2B.12, Figure 7B-6

Where to use: Use at low-speed, two-lane roadways where risk of vehicular collisions with the sign
is lowest.
Additional
Guidelines:

Place In-Street Pedestrian Crossing (R1-6) sign (CA-MUTCD Figure 2B-2) in the roadway
at the crossing location on the centerline, or median. The In-Street Pedestrian Crossing
sign shall not be post-mounted on the left-hand or right-hand side of the roadway.

R1-6

R1-6
with S4-3P

R1-6b
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On-Street Parking Removal with Red Curb
Purpose:

Improves sight lines between pedestrians and motorists..

Reference:

FHWA Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System,
Parking Restrictions (at Crossing Locations)

Where to use: At locations where parking obstructs the sight lines between pedestrians
and motorists.
Additional
Guidelines:

Parking should be removed and should be painted based on crossing location sight
distance so approaching motorists can have a clear view of pedestrian queue area.

Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacon (RRFB)
Purpose:

Increases driver yielding rate at crosswalks through user-actuated LEDs that
supplement warning signs at uncontrolled crossings.

Reference:

FHWA Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System,
Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacon (RRFB)

Where to use: Multilane roadways with low yield rates. RRFBs should be reserved for locations with
significant pedestrian safety issues, as over-use of RRFB treatments may diminish their
effectiveness.
Additional
Guidelines:

Install pedestrian push button or pedestrian detection system for actuated control.
Where possible, install solar-powered RRFB. Including RRFBs on a center island or
median as well as roadside can further increase driver yielding behavior, although with
a lower marginal benefit than roadside beacons. Flashing beacon time shall conform
to CA-MUTCD pedestrian crossing time standards. Where pedestrian refuge islands
exist, crossing time may be split into two separately phased crossing times.
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Curb Extensions (Bulb-Outs)
Purpose:

Improves safety by increasing visibility, reducing speed of turning vehicles,
encouraging pedestrians to cross at designated locations, shortening the crossing
distance, and preventing vehicles from parking at corners.

Reference:

FHWA Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System, Curb Extension

Where to use: Where it is desirable to shorten the crossing distance and increase visibility.
Additional
Guidelines:

Curb extensions should only be used where there is a parking lane, and where
transit and bicyclists would be traveling outside the curb edge for the length of the
street. Midblock extensions provide an opportunity to enhance midblock crossings.
Care should be taken to ensure that street furniture and landscaping do not block
motorists’ views of pedestrians. Drainage constraints shall be considered.

Tighten Curb Radius
Purpose:

Decreases vehicle turning speed, increase sidewalk space, shorten crossing
distances,and increase pedestrian visibility.

Reference:

FHWA Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System Smaller
Curb Radius

Where to use: Roadways with low truck turning volumes, where traffic calming is a desired benefit,
and where there is a history of right turn conflict.
Additional
Guidelines:

Radii may be increased to accommodate larger design vehicles. Consider effective
radius by taking into account parking and bicycle lanes. Make sure that public
maintenance vehicles, school buses and emergency vehicles are accommodated.
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Raised Median Pedestrian Refuge Island
Purpose:

Minimizes pedestrian exposure during crossing by shortening the crossing distance
and increasing the number of available gaps for crossing.

Reference:

FHWA Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System,
Crossing Islands and Raised Medians

Where to use: Multi-lane roadways with high pedestrian volume, high traffic volume (12,000 vph+),
and intermediate or high travel speeds.
Additional
Guidelines:

Use Type A ADA passageway. Minimum of 6' wide (preferably 8') with median nose
and adequate length to allow for anticipated number of pedestrians to queue safely.
If island is landscaped, the landscaping must not compromise the visibility of
the pedestrians.

Staggered Pedestrian Crossing (Z-Crossing)
Purpose:

Minimizes pedestrian exposure during crossing by shortening the crossing distance
and increasing the number of available gaps for crossing. Also forces pedestrians to
turn in the median and face oncoming traffic before crossing the last segment.

Reference:

FHWA Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System,
Crossing Islands

Where to use: Multilane roadways with long crossing distances and ADT greater than 12,000.
Also useful in locations where pedestrians may be inattentive.
Additional
Guidelines:

Typically used at midblock crosswalk locations. Detectable warnings and railings/
barriers should be used to help realign pedestrians perpendicularly to the roadway
before crossing.
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Overhead Pedestrian Crossing Signs
Purpose:

Increases visibility and right-of-way reminder for motorists on a wide or busy street.

Reference:

CA-MUTCD Section 2B.12, Figures R1-9, R1-9a

R1-9
Where to use: At locations where street level signs are not effective or visible due to on-street
parking, street trees, or other visual obstructions.
Additional
Guidelines:

If used, the Overhead Pedestrian Crossing sign shall be placed over the roadway at
the crosswalk location. It shall not be placed in advance of the crosswalk, nor as an
educational display that is not near any crosswalk.

Street Lighting
Purpose:

Enhances the safety of all roadway users, while pedestrian-scale lighting improves
nighttime security and enhances commercial districts.

Reference:

FHWA Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System, Lighting
and Illumination

Where to use: Prioritized commercial areas with nighttime pedestrian activity, streetlights and
building lights can enhance the ambiance of the area and the visibility of pedestrians
by motorists.
Additional
Guidelines:

Engineering judgement shall be used in conjunction with Caltrans' street lighting
standards to determine installation location and fixture type. Any street lighting
installed should be Dark Sky Compliant.
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Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (e.g. High Intensity Activated Crosswalk [HAWK])
Purpose:

Slows traffic speeds and reduces pedestrian-vehicle conflicts via overhead pedestrian
activated signal.

Reference:

CA-MUTCD Chapter 4F, FHWA Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure
Selection System, Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (PHB)

Where to use: Where pedestrians have difficulty finding gaps to cross roadway, but a traditional
traffic signal is not warranted.
Additional
Guidelines:

Complete warrant analysis per CA-MUTCD Chapter 4F. If installation of a pedestrian
hybrid beacon is warranted, installation should include the beacons, stop lines,
pedestrian signals, and actuation.

Pedestrian Traffic Signal
Purpose:

Slows traffic speeds and reduces pedestrian-vehicle conflicts.

Reference:

CA-MUTCD Chapter 4C

Where to use: Where pedestrians have difficulty finding gaps to cross roadway, and a traffic signal
is warranted.
Additional
Guidelines:

Complete warrant analysis per MUTCD Chapter 4C. If installation of a pedestrian traffic
signal is warranted, signals should be countdown, accessible, with adequate crossing
time programmed.
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Pedestrian Overpass / Underpass
Purpose:

Provides complete separation of pedestrians from motor vehicle traffic.

Reference:

FHWA Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System , Pedestrian
Overpasses / Underpasses

Where to use: To link popular destinations that are separated by wide multilane roadways
with higher speeds and high ADT.
Additional
Guidelines:

Use sparingly and generally as a measure of last resort; pedestrians will not use if
a more direct route is available. Lighting, graffiti removal, and security are major
concerns with underpasses.

Other Uncontrolled Crosswalk Tools
Ongoing and future research, as well as continued advancements in technology, will lead to the
development and deployment of new tools to improve uncontrolled crosswalks. The City of Mill Valley
will consider adding measures to its toolbox in the future.
As part of future roadway improvement projects, integration of uncontrolled crosswalk measures will
be considered by the City, as appropriate. For example, curb extensions and refuge islands could be
considered on major street reconstruction projects. Such measures could also be integrated into a “road
diet” project where a four-lane roadway is converted to a three-lane roadway to enable center islands,
bicycle lanes, and other considerations.
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